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Pure rotational transitions of D2H+ observed by high-resolution spectroscopy have been limited so far to the J =
110-101 transition at 691.7 GHz,a J = 220   211 at 1.370 THz, and J = 111   000 at 1.477 THz.bc As this ion is a light
asymmetric-top molecule, spectroscopic characterization and prediction of other rotational transition frequencies are not
straightforward.
In this presentation, we extended the measurements up to 2 THz by using the JPL frequency multiplier chains, and
observed three new THz lines and re-measured the three known transitions. D2H+ was generated in an extended negative
glow discharge cell cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature. Six rotational transition frequencies together with the combi-
nation differences derived from three fundamental bands were subject to least square analysis to determine the molecular
constants. New THz measurements are definitely useful for better characterization of spectroscopic properties. The im-
proved molecular constants provide better predictions of other unobserved rotational transitions.
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